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Some supersymmetric models predicted long lived charged sleptons. If they are exist, the
 
 , the supersymmetry
partner of  lepton, could be produced inside the earth by collisions of high energy neutrinos with nucleons.
The investigation for the possible signals of upgoing
 
 have been made by various way. Taken the atmospheric
neutrino flux into account, the muons flux as the background are also estimated. By using the Waxman-Bahcall
limit on the extraterrestrial neutrino flux, the resultant spectra shows that there are about 70 events per year
could pass a km-scale underground experiments, such as ICECUBE.
1. Introduction
Substantial evidences show us that Dark Matter(DM) dominates the matter world, but composition of DM is
still quite open. Weak scale supersymmetric theories of physics beyond the standard model, provide perhaps
the most promising candidates for DM. Supersymmetric models typically have a symmetry, called R-parity,
which exclusively ensures that the Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (LSP) is the most stable, and the Next to
Lightest Supersymmetric Particle (NLSP) is at sub-stable state. Obviously, the LSP is the natural candidate for
dark matter. Different Supersymmetric models predict different LSP, In the models where LSP is typically the
quintessino [1]or the gravitino[2], NLSP tends to be a charged slepton, typically the right-handed
 
 , which has
a long lifetime between microsecond and a year around, depending on the scale of supersymmetry breaking and
the slepton’s mass. Of course, these lifetimes are negligible comparing with the age of our universe, therefore,
almost all these NLSP produced in the evolutive history of the universe decayed into LSP.
Based on a gravitino-LSP scenario, Albuquerque et al initiated that one can take neutrino telescopes as a
direct probe of supersymmetry breaking[3]. Motivated by their work, our following calculations base on the










2. The upgoing flux calculations
High energy neutrinos interacting with nucleons will produce supersymmetric particles, and that will promptly






 , the dominant process is analogous to
the standard model charged current interactions. The cross section for supersymmetric production as a function
of the neutrino energy is given in Ref.[4]. We take the earth as the target and consider the incoming of some
diffuse fluxes of high energy neutrinos. A model of the earth density profile is considered as detailed in Ref.[5].
Dynamic analysis shows that the energy threshold for
 




use of atmospheric neutrino flux in Ref.[6, 7]. The diffuse fluxes of high energy extraterrestrial neutrinos
have been wildely discussed in literatures. The Waxman-Bahcall (WB) upper bound [8] assumes that
 
of the energy of cosmic ray protons are lost to !#" and !%$ and that the !&" all decay to muons that also




, where protons have been first considered (max.extra-galactic p). Experimentally,
AMANDA experiment gave a upper bound on diffuse neutrino flux [9]. By considering optically thick AGN
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Table 1. Number of events per +,.- per year for taking WB, AMANDA+max.extra-galactic p and MPR as extraterrestrial
uxes, respectively. Atmospheric neutrino ux with the energy above /*02143 is taken into account as well. The rst column
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models or by involving very strong magnetic fields, Mannheim, Protheore, and Rachen (MPR) have argued
that one might be able to avoid the WB limit and get a higher upper bound [10]. In this article, unless extra




the conservative extraterrestrial WB Limit as the incoming neutrino flux.







SUTQX is the initial incoming neutrino flux, W is the depth a neutrino penetrating
the earth, and

refers to the interaction length. Since the initial interactions produce slepton and these are
nearly degenerated in flavor, the flavor of the initial neutrino does not affect the results.
The probability that a
 
 produced in a d interaction arrives in a detector with an energy above the
 
 energy
shreshold Tfe2gihjk depends on the range l of a
 










here, the coefficients n and r characterize the ionization and radiation losses respectively. For numerical
estimates of ionization loss here we use ntA ﬀu
s

bSwv xy=t$Yz4X . For a given momentum impulse, the radiation
energy loss is inversely proportional to the square of the mass of the radiation particle. Thus the radiation
length for
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in rock [11]. For those
 
 ranging into the detector and fixing energy at T jk , they can be contributed by any
initial
 
 with the energy above T jk and being produced at the distance lS{TLjkNV<T jk X , therefore, the differential



































here, we define the zenith angle
Ł
as the angle between the incident direction of neutrinos and the direction of
the line linking the center of both the earth and the detector.   is Avogadro’s number, Sw:X corresponds to









X is the distance from the center of the earth, where l 







`W instead of the distance a neutrino travelling in the
earth.
In Table 1 we show the events rate for
 
 pair production per   =¡z per year on the atmospheric neutrino flux
with the energy above
ﬃ	s

adding different extraterrestrial neutrino fluxes. For being comparable, we also
show the rates of upgoing muons.
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Figure 1. Energy spectrum of 56 pair events per +, - , per year, for ,£¢¤L¥ /y789<;8ﬃ8s02143 . Also shown are the upgoing
neutrino and muon ux through the detector. We make use of atmospheric neutrion ux with energy above /y0213 adding
the conservative extraterrestrial WB Limit as the incoming neutrino ux.
3. Possible signals analysis
High energy  processes can produce
 
 as well as muons. Obviously, the upgoing muons, as the background
flux, will range into the detector accompanying with
 
 by similar interacting process.
Figure 1 gives its differential energy spectrum. Some detectors have very well energy resolution, typically,
L3+C detector[12], can reconstruct the exact tracks of charged particles in the magnetic field, which can de-
termine the momentum, charges and direction of the incident particles at last. This can possibly provides the
direct evidences for some exotic particles.
The NLSPs are produced in pairs and that will promptly decay into
 







XaT¨Q [4]. As mentioned in Ref.[3], typical signal events include two tracks separated by certain
distance ©ª}¬«.­%V where « refers to the distance to the production point, and ­ is the angle between the
pair particles. Figure 2 gives a Monte Carlo result for 1000
 
 pair events. An integral distribution for number
of pair events Sa'®©ªV
ﬃ
=¡b:¯±°³²_X vs. the distance ©ª is gotten. From which one can conclude that typical













Owing to all muon signals are single tracks, seeking double tracks signals turns out to be an effective method
to distinguish from background. if we take the two tracks which both enter into a detector within ©sµ A G
microsecond as a double-track event, then for per   =¡z per ¶
s·
 , the accidental coincidence rate of muons is
as few as ﬀ: |  | ©sµR}¹¸ K

$z , where  | refers to the number of events for muons.
4. Conclusions
We discussed the exact production process of upgoing sleptons based on the long lifetime scenario with a
quintessino LSP. The study shows that seeking double-track upgoing events is a feasible method to detect
 
 signals. The event rates are also given, the quintessino-LSP scenario predicts more NLSPs than that of
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Figure 2. The Monte Carlo result for integral total 1000 pair events vs. their distance º» . We make use of atmospheric
neutrion ux with energy above /y02143 adding the conservative extraterrestrial WB Limit as the incoming neutrino ux.
gravitino-LSP. The numeric results show that km-scale detectors are hopeful to get some positive results, such
as ICECUBE[13].
The possible signals may provide a direct evidence for supersymmetry theory, furthermore, it can also offer a
potential solution for dark matter problem.
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